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Greener travel

Introduction

              As the evide nce for global warming becomes more compelling, m any people are looking at the

               opportunities in their daily lives to reduce the impact they are having on the environment. One

                common choice is whether to travel by train or to drive. This article compares the carbon di oxide 5

(CO 2        ) emissions from these two forms of transport.

A simple model

            Several railway companies’ websites include estimates of the reduction in carbon dioxide emissions

                per passe nger for tho se who travel by train. For example, on the Fir st Great Western website, you

                 can enter the journey, say Exeter to London, a nd be told “Train 16.83 kg, Car 41.7 kg”. The 10

                  implication is that by c hoosing to travel th is route by train rather than by car you prevent 24.87 kg

     of carbon dioxide entering th e atmosphere.

            First Great Western (FGW) al so t ell you how the calculations are carried out .

We calculated the CO2 emissions per passenger for trains as follows:

              We got the di stance between the two stations f rom the National Rail Timetable. We then 15

         converted this distance to kilometres by mult iplying it by 1.609344.

             We calculated the carbon emissions by multiplying the dis tance in kilometres by 0.0602, the

    conversion factor for rail (Defra3).

We calculated the CO2 emissions per passenger for cars as follows:

           We got the dis tance between the two stations by road from thea a.com. 20

           We then converted this distance to kilometres b y mul tiplying it by 1. 609344.

             We calculated t he carbon emissions for the journey by m ultiplying the distance i n ki lometres

          by 0.2095, the c onversion factor for an average petrol car (Defra3).

                 We then divided this figure by 1.58 , the average loading for a car ( DfT4), to find the ca rbon

     emissions for this journey per passenger. 25

               We calculated the c arbon saving of taking the tra in instead of the car by simply subtracting

        the rail carbon emissions from the car c arbon emissions.

             Note Defra3 is a document publi shed by the Department for Food and Rural Affairs.

         DfT4 is a document publ ished by the De partment for Transport.

                The fact that FGW have explained how the calculations are carried out is good practice. It allows 30

                  people to look carefull y at them, as is being done in this article, and to make their own judgements.

Outcomes from the website

       The outcomes reported on t he website raise questions.

Accuracy

                  The carbon dioxide emissions are given to 3 sig nificant figures in one case and 4 in the other. This 35

                 suggests that the figures on w hich they are based are a ll very accurate. I s this l evel of accuracy
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                 justified? The discussion in the rest of this article suggests that the a nswer is “No”. The level of

             var iability is such t hat it would be hard to justify even 2 significant figures.

The target audience

             The website appears to be a nswering an individual traveller who asks the followi ng question. 40

               How much less carbon dioxide will enter the atmosphere if I decide to travel by train

   rather than by ca r?

      However, t he calculations answer a different question.

             How mu ch less carbon dioxide o n average will enter the atmosphere for a train

          traveller compared to a car traveller for the journey in question? 45

      The answers will usually b e very diffe rent.

Carbon dioxide emissions

              This article compares the c arbon dioxide emissions that result from travelling by car (using petrol

                or diesel fuel) and by train (using diesel fuel). When people talk about ‘carbon e missions’ they are

            talking about carbon dioxide (together with any carbon monoxide tha t is also pr oduced). 50

                 The main e le ments in diesel are c arbon and hydrogen; the numbers of a toms are in the ratio of

                  about 12 : 23. When diesel is burnt, the main products are water a nd carbon dioxide. One l itre of

                   diesel has mass 0.85 kg; w he n it is burnt it results in about 2.7 kg of carbon dioxide e ntering the

             atmosphere. ( There are also small qua ntit ies of ot her elements which can have damaging effects

  on the environmen t.) 55

                   Petrol is lighter; one litre has mass 0.72 kg and pr oduc es 2.3 kg of c arbon dioxide. A litre of petrol

              produces less carbon dioxide than a litre of diesel. However, because diesel engines are more

               effic ient, they use less fuel and so create l ess carbon dioxide, typically by 10% to 20%.

The carbon dioxide emissions for a car

Particular cars 60

                 The calculation for th e ca rbon dioxide emissions from a car i s based on the Defra figure that an

                ‘average car’ e mits 0.2095 kg of carbon dioxide per kilometre. This raises the question of what is

      an ‘ave rage car’ in terms of emissions.

                  At the time of writing, the least polluting cars are rated at 99 grams per kilometre, the most polluting

                   at 495. The results of a recent survey of the e missions of different models of new cars are given in 65

 Table 1.

 Emission rating (g km
–1

 ) % of models

0 −  100 0.1

101 −  120 4.5

121 −  150 18.6

151 −  165 17.1

166 −  185 18.8

186 −  225 24.7

>  225 16.1

 Table 1 (Source: www. carpages.co.uk)
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               The First Great Western website appears to tell car travellers the levels of carbon dioxide emissions

                  for which they would be responsible. However, it does not ask them what type of car they would be

              drivi ng. Table 2 gives the distributions of the carbon dioxide emissions f or hatchbacks and SUVs

  (Sport Utility Vehicles). 70

 Emission rating (g km
–1

  ) % of hatchback models % of SUV models

0 −   100 0.4 0

101 −   120 12.0 0

121 −   150 37.7 0

151 −   165 23.1 0

166 −   185 15.3 6.8

186 −   225 10.6 42.1

>   225 0.8 51.1

 Table 2 (Source: www. carpages.co.uk)

                 The contrast is striking. It is clear that the carbon dioxide emissions from a car are highly depe ndent

  on its type.

Average emissions

               The calculation on the F GW website is based on a n ‘avera ge’ emission of 0.2095 kilograms of

        carbon dioxide per kilometre, the figure provided by Defra. 75

             The median of t he dis tribution in Table 1 is in the class labelled 166 −   185 g km
–1

     , and s o is less than

                   the D e fra figure. The data, as presented in the table, do not allow a mean value to be calculated, but

            those who carried out the survey say that it is 186 g km
–1

        ; this again is less than the Defra figur e.

                  There are a number of possible rea sons for this difference and it may w e ll be that the r ather highe r

     Defra figure is actually more r ealistic. 80

•                 The data in Table 1 are for n ew cars, many of which have lower carbon dioxide emissions

        than older cars that are still on th e road.

•                  Table 1 give s the distribution of models of cars, rather than t hat of actual c ars on the roa d.

•                The emissions figures in the table would have been obtained when the cars were being driven

                 in test conditions. The emissions depend on the speed at which a car is being driven. Fig. 3 85

               shows a typical graph of the carbon dioxide emissions of a c ar plotted against its speed.
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The carbon dioxide emissions for a train

       The figures for train tr avel also present problems.

               Passenger trains va ry from single coach vehicles to those with eight or more coaches. Some are

             powe r ed by diesel , others by electricity. Electricity may be generated by coal-fired power stations 90

            with high carbon dioxide emissions; by contrast generation from nuclear, hydro-electric or wind

              powe r produces no emissions at all. However, i n general electric trains are responsible f or much

 lower e missions.

              The FGW website calculation uses the Defra figure of 0.0602 kilograms of carbon dioxide per

                 passenger per kilometre. This too is an ave rage figure, and so one that doe s not correspond to a ny 95

  particular train journey.

               It is, however, possible to be reasonably precise about a particular journey. The example at the

                  start o f this article was the journey from Exeter to London with FGW. This defines the type of train

                  being used, in this c ase an HST (High Speed Train), and, subject to the number of stops it makes

                    on the way, its speed at each part of the journey. The HST uses diesel fuel and so its carbon dioxide 100

        emissions may be compared with those from a car.

             Three things need to be considered when estimating the carbon dioxide emissions: the distance

             travelled, the num ber of passengers (and so t heir weight) and the number of stops.

               All the HSTs run by FGW have recently been fitted with new motors. Reasonable estimates of

     emissions are shown in Table 4. 105

  Cause Emission rate

 Distance travelled, d     km 10 kg per kilometre

  Number of passengers, p      1.5 grams per passenger per kilometre

  Number of stops, s    200 kg per stop

Table 4

               (A lot of energy is required to get a train up t o speed a ft er a stop.)

   So the total emissions, E      kg, are give n by the f or mula: E  = (10 + 0.0015 p)d + 200s .

                   The distance, by r ail, from Exeter to London is 279 km, so the emissions for a journey with 4 stops

          and 250 passengers (a ha lf full train) are about 3.7 tonnes.

               Note that the emissions per extra pa ssenger on th e Exeter to London journey are less than 1
2 kg. 110

        There are two ways of looking at this journey.

•          An individual view. Someone considering how to tr avel can argue

               Since the train is running anyway, I will have a lmost no effect on its carbon dioxide

              emissions. By contrast, if I travel by my car, with carbon dioxide emissions of about

               140 grams per kilometre, I will be resp onsible for putting about 44 kg of carbon dioxide 115

  into the atmosphere.

          (The journey by road is about 3 14 km according to the aa.com.)

•               An avera ge view. Someone looking at the overall impact of this train on t he environment

 might say

              The to tal emissions o f 3.7 tonnes need to be averaged out over the 250 passengers, 120

       giving a figure of 14.8 kg per passenger.

                 So the outcomes of the calculations can be interpreted in two ways. If you take the individual view,

               FGW are greatly understating the value to the environment of people travelling by train. O n the
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                   other hand, if you take the average view, their figure of 16.83 kg of carbon dioxide is similar to the

            14.8 kg for the particular journey in the example and so i s realistic. 125

       Which of the two is the better i nterpretation?

               To answer that question you need to look at the relationship between overcrowding and the number

                 of tra ins being run. This is a complex i ssue ; the following section explores only part of it and

    considers a simple initial model.

Crowded trains 130

                 It can be argued that if many more people decided to travel by train, the trains would bec ome

               overcrowded and eventually this would result in more trains running. At the time of writing, 17

              High S pe ed Tr ains run every w eekday from E xeter to L ondon. An increase in passenger numbers

                might cause this to be increased to 18 and a further inc rease to 19 a nd so on.

               Thus, although an individual decision to travel by train results in very little extra c arbon dioxide 135

              entering the atmosphere, when sufficient pe ople regularly make the same decisi on and so cause an

                extra tr ain to run, the n their combined decisions have resulted in the extra emissions from t he new

train.

                 The daily number of trains might thus be modelled as a s tep function of the daily number of

                 passengers. Such a step function is il lustrated in t he gra ph in Fig. 5. (Ther e is no simple algebraic 140

     formula for such a step function.)

Number
oftrains

Numberof
passengers

Fig.5

               If t his model we re realistic, then the average view would probably be preferable. H owever, this is

  not the case.

               In recent ye ars the number of peop le travelling by train has increased substantially and is continuing

                  to do so, but this has not resulted in a corresponding increase in the number of trains running; rather 145

             they have become more and mor e crowded. The r e are two main reasons f or this.

•                There are not e nough sui table trains. Virtually all t he available trains in the country are now

  being fully used.

•                 In ma ny places the railway lines are used to capacity. To run more trains would require major

        investment in improved signalling, or even additional railway lines. 150

                  In the short term i t is likely that the response to ove r crowding will often be to run longer trains.

                Adding an extra coach to a train will cer tainly i ncrease its carbon dioxide emissions, but to nothing
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                like the extent that would result from running an extra t rain. So the i ndividual view is probably

      closer to reality than the average view.

               It is also possible that, faced with the necessity of substantial long-term i nve stment to deal with 155

               overcrowding, a decision will be made to elect rify s ignificant sec tions of the railway, and this would

   reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

OCR would like to thank First Great Western for their help in preparing this article.
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